
My first meal — French
Fries!

Not one grey hair or bald head to

be seen — except yours truly!

Week One: Sunday — January 25, 2015
Franciscan Aspirant House
Thu Duc, Vietnam (Saigon)

A Safe Delivery . . .

I left Vietnam back in April of 2014 and now it is about nine months later and I have
returned — nine months of expectation and dreaming, to be delivered back once again. 

My trip to Saigon was certainly filled with unexpected excitement
and adventure, beginning with a diversion to Tokyo on the flight to Hong
Kong from Dallas. It seems that they did not have enough fuel on board
for the seventeen hour flight as well as the unexpected strong headwinds.
I heard later on that a leaking fuel line was discovered and so the pilot
chose to be safe rather than sorry. Whatever the reason, I got to spend
the night in Tokyo. If life gives you lemons then make lemonade. I got a
good nights sleep and boarded the flight to Saigon the next morning.
Upon arrival in Hong Kong, our flight was greeted by a representative of
Vietnam Airlines who escorted about one hundred Vietnam bound
passengers to the connecting Saigon flight. How very thoughtful except

that when I got to the ticket counter I discovered that they took us to the British Air counter
rather than Cathay Pacific . . . oops! After attempting to explain my
dilemma unsuccessfully (the agent couldn’t understand English very
well) I took matters into my own hands and schlepped over to the Cathay
Pacific counter which was literally about a mile away. The Hong Kong
Airport has to be one of the largest airports in the world. After about two
hours of pleading my case to the agent I was given a seat on the last flight
to Saigon even though it was supposed to be over booked. God is good
— remember to make lemonade!

My flight to Saigon took a little over two hours and we arrived
right on time at about 6:30 P.M. I was magically passed through

immigration and customs without even a
blink of the eyes regarding my contraband
religious books and articles. Thanks be to God. The Province
Secretary, Br Vincent, and the Co-Director of the Aspirants, Friar
Tai, were outside among the sea of humanity to receive me. We
loaded the cab with my four suitcases of contraband and drove off
into the sunset and at about 7:30 P.M. we arrived at the Franciscan
Seminary in Thu Duc. Within the hour I was in my room and fast
asleep.

This year I will be teaching the young Franciscan Aspirants here at Thu Duc. There are
eighty of them and they range in age from twenty-two to thirty-four. Can you imagine that? These



Three cold water washers for
 120 students

Who needs a wheelbarrow when
you have four strong men and a

tarp?

young men are in a three year program to prepare for their entry into the Postulancy. And they are
all here for the Franciscan Vietnam Province. I doubt that all seven OFM Provinces in the USA
could come up with eighty men in their combined formation
programs. And, along with the Aspirants there are also around
eighty Temporary and Solemn Professed students who are either
studying Philosophy or Theology. This year the Province will have a
total of seven ordinations and at least that number of Solemn
Professions. God has truly blessed the Franciscans of Vietnam and
the Catholics of the country.

I haven’t received my final teaching schedule yet but for the
time being I will have one class a week with each of the three

Aspirant classes. I will also be doing individual tutoring. The new
Director, Fr Anselm will be arriving in February so I will have to
wait and see what he has to say. It is nice to be here with many of
my former students. I am so very proud of them. They greet me
with a smile and a hug along with a heartfelt thank you.
Definitely food for my soul!

Next week I will be traveling to
Vinh City, Vietnam which is close to
Hanoi in northern Vietnam. I will stay in
a local hotel for the week and I will be
visiting the families of some of my

former students. The friars have a friary in the area but the political
climate is not too stable at the moment and so it was recommended that I
stay in a hotel. The last thing I want to do is to cause difficulties for the
friars. 

I am voluntarily back in my “cage”, better known as Vietnam. Freedom of speech and
movement is a privilege which we take for granted in the USA. How fortunate and blessed we
are.

Peace and All Good!

Bruce


